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Followers of the Eye Magic Spells List 

Spell: Poison 

Effect: This spell taints warriors’ weapons with a coating of the deadly 
lipophilic alkaloid toxin. This spell improves 1 friendly unit of the 
Followers of the Eye player’s choosing within 10” of the shaman. For 
the remainder of the game, this unit has the Poison special rule. 
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Followers of the Eye Magic Spells List 

Spell: Doubt 

Effect: This spell infects minds with a crippling sense of doubt and 
worry over the success of the battle. The shaman can cast this spell on 
1 enemy unit of the Follower of the Eye player’s choosing within 20” of 
the shaman. For the remainder of the game, this unit suffers a -1 
modifier to D10 Confidence Test rolls. 
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Followers of the Eye Magic Spells List 

Spell: Wriggling Snakes 

Effect: A mysterious cloud forms above the enemy, from which rains 
down a mass of slithering snakes. These snakes distract the warriors as 
they crawl into the gaps of their clothing and armour. The shaman can 
cast this spell on 1 enemy unit of the Followers of the Eye player’s 
choosing within 20” of the shaman. For the remainder of the game, 
this unit suffers a -1 modifier to D10 Shooting and D10 Hand-to-Hand 
Combat rolls. 
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Followers of the Eye Magic Spells List 

Spell: Mind Control 

Effect: The shaman uses his telepathic skills to interrupt the 
concentration of the opposing wizard. The shaman can cast this spell 
on 1 enemy Magic User of the Follower of the Eye player’s choosing 
within 20” of the shaman. For the remainder of the game, this Magic 
User suffers a -1 modifier to D10 Magic rolls. 
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Followers of the Eye Magic Spells List 

Spell: Crawling King Snake 

Effect: The shaman conjures an enormous, angry, venomous snake 
which throws itself into the enemy. The shaman can cast this spell on 
1 enemy unit of the Follower of the Eye player’s choosing within 10” of 
the shaman. This unit suffers 1 Hit with no D10 Durability Tests 
allowed. 
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Followers of the Eye Magic Spells List 

Spell: Antimatter Orb 

Effect: The shaman fires an orb of antimatter into the enemy. The 
shaman can cast this spell on 1 enemy unit of the Follower of the Eye 
player’s choosing within 10” of the shaman. This unit suffers 1 Hit with 
no D10 Durability Tests allowed. 
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